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SUMMARY
The bacterial type VI secretion system (T6SS) is a widespread, kin-discriminatory weapon capable of shaping
microbial communities. Due to the system’s dependency on contact, cellular interactions can lead to either
competition or kin protection. Cell-to-cell contact is often accomplished via surface-exposed type IV pili
(T4Ps). In Vibrio cholerae, these T4Ps facilitate specific interactions when the bacteria colonize natural
chitinous surfaces. However, it has remained unclear whether and, if so, how these interactions affect the
bacterium’s T6SS-mediated killing. In this study, we demonstrate that pilus-mediated interactions can be
harnessed by T6SS-equipped V. cholerae to kill non-kin cells under liquid growth conditions. We also
show that the naturally occurring diversity of pili determines the likelihood of cell-to-cell contact and, conse-
quently, the extent of T6SS-mediated competition. To determine the factors that enable or hinder the T6SS’s
targeted reduction of competitors carrying pili, we developed a physics-grounded computational model for
autoaggregation. Collectively, our research demonstrates that T4Ps involved in cell-to-cell contact can
impose a selective burden when V. cholerae encounters non-kin cells that possess an active T6SS. Addition-
ally, our study underscores the significance of T4P diversity in protecting closely related individuals from
T6SS attacks through autoaggregation and spatial segregation.
INTRODUCTION

The composition of microbial populations has a significant

impact on ecological functions and host health.1,2 Interbacterial

interactions are often antagonistic in nature and target closely

related species, ultimately influencing microbial populations by

aiding in niche colonization and exclusion.3–5 In order to achieve

this, bacteria possess a myriad of weapons and defense mech-

anisms.6 Interactions between species can be achieved through

two primary mechanisms: the release of diffusible compounds

and contact-dependent interactions.7,8 Unlike diffusible com-

pounds, which can disperse into the surrounding environment,

contact-dependent mechanisms require direct cell-to-cell inter-

action to effectively deliver toxins.9 As a result, contact-depen-

dent mechanisms can precisely target neighboring competitors

without the risk of toxin dilution in the surrounding liquid

environment.10

The type VI secretion system (T6SS) is awidespreadmolecular

apparatus that relies on direct contact to inject toxic effector

proteins into target cells.11 It is estimated to be found in more

than 25% of gram-negative bacteria, encompassing both
Current Biology 34, 1–15,
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environmental and pathogenic species.12 The delivery of T6SS

toxins has been shown to influencemicrobial population compo-

sitions.13–15 Importantly, the spatial arrangement of competing

cells also impacts the T6SS and vice versa.13,16

The T6SS doesn’t discriminate when targeting cells, owing to

its indiscriminate delivery method and toxins that disrupt widely

conserved cellular processes.17 To prevent self-harm and pro-

tect kin, T6SS-positive bacteria produce matching pairs of

effector and immunity proteins.18 Yet, bacteria can possessmul-

tiple T6SS gene clusters along with variable auxiliary clusters

that frequently encode additional effector and immunity pro-

teins.19 Incompatibility in just one of these effector-immunity

pairs can drive T6SS competition.17,20 Interestingly, targeted

cells can also protect themselves through immunity-indepen-

dent mechanisms, such as through the production of extracel-

lular polysaccharides and surface-attached capsules, allowing

them to survive T6SS attacks.21–23 Furthermore, bacteria have

been shown to withstand T6SS challenge and respond more

potently.23–25

Bacterial autoaggregation is a process that allows bacteria to

bind to themselves, often serving as a necessary step in forming
June 3, 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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biofilms.26,27 This phenomenon is frequently linked to pathoge-

nicity as it provides protection against external threats, such as

phagocytosis28 and antimicrobial agents.29,30 Various mole-

cules/structures, often referred to as autoagglutinins, can facil-

itate this cell-to-cell binding.31 Here, we specifically focus on

type IV pili (T4Ps), which are common surface-exposed ap-

pendages with diverse functions, including DNA uptake,

motility, adhesion, and aggregation.32,33 T4P’s ability to sense

the environment is crucial for the survival, colonization, and viru-

lence of species carrying these pili.34 For instance, the toxin co-

regulated pilus, exclusive to the pandemic lineage of Vibrio

cholerae, plays a critical role in host and interbacterial cell adhe-

sion, which is vital for pathogenesis.35 Similarly, T4Ps mediate

interbacterial interactions in other pathogens like Pseudomonas

aeruginosa and Neisseria meningitidis.36,37 However, this ability

to sense the environment and interact with other bacteria might

inadvertently lead to unwanted cell-to-cell contact, potentially

inviting competition from the T6SS. It is therefore worth noting

that many autoagglutinins, including T4Ps, can modulate their

level of aggregation.31,38

To explore the impact of the T6SS on bacterial behavior in the

context of T4P-mediated cell-to-cell contact, we selected

V. cholerae as our model organism. This bacterium is notable

for possessing both a T6SS and a variable DNA-uptake T4P.

Indeed, in V. cholerae strains, a single T6SS machinery is

responsible for delivering distinct antibacterial effectors. These

effectors are encoded within three genetic clusters, including

the primary large gene cluster that houses most of the structural

components, as well as auxiliary clusters 1 and 2.19 In some

V. cholerae strains, including the current pandemic lineage, there

are additional auxiliary clusters that contain extra effector-immu-

nity pairs, although their presence varies.20,39–41 It is worth

noting that in the aquatic environment, the presence of chitin

degradation products has a dual effect on V. cholerae: it acti-

vates both the T6SS machinery and the DNA-uptake T4P as

part of the bacterium’s natural competence program. Conse-

quently, T6SS-mediated neighbor predation leads to DNA acqui-

sition, ultimately driving horizontal gene transfer through the pro-

cess of natural transformation.42–44 In the current pandemic

strains of V. cholerae, this activation is orchestrated by the

TfoX master regulator once the bacteria reach a high cell density

state.42,43,45,46 In environmental V. cholerae isolates, the T6SS

machinery is in a state of constant activity,20,47–50 representing

an immediate risk for T6SS-associated harm in cases where

cell-to-cell contact is established. Therefore, bacteria must

distinguish between nearby individuals before intentionally initi-

ating cell-to-cell contact.

Prior research has shown that the DNA-uptake T4P, present in

all V. cholerae strains, often self-interacts and that it can distin-

guish between strains based on the variability of the major

pilin protein, PilA.51 Interestingly, such variability in themajor pilin

protein has been observed in various species carrying T4Ps.52–54

Our hypothesis therefore centers on the potential of T4Ps to be

harnessed for targeted T6SS-mediated bacterial elimination by

facilitating specific cell-to-cell contact. Notably, in spotted mi-

crocolonies of Neisseria cinerea, loss of T4Ps influenced prey

survival,55 highlighting the potential for T4Ps to enhance T6SS

killing. In contrast, recent findings by the Filloux group revealed

that in P. aeruginosa, T4P-mediated surface twitching
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motility serves as a defensive mechanism by minimizing inter-

species contacts, thus enabling prey bacteria to escape T6SS

attacks.15

Typically, studies exploring T6SS-mediated killing are con-

ducted on agar surfaces at high cell densities, where physical

contact is forced due to crowding. In contrast, T4Ps could

enable cell-to-cell contact with particular target cells under

non-crowded (e.g., liquid) growth conditions, an idea that we

tested in this study. We also sought to investigate the relation-

ship between the natural diversity of PilA and the T6SS, aiming

to uncover the strategies bacteria might employ to regulate the

risk associated with establishing cell-to-cell contact. Finally,

we used simulations to determine the factors that might either

enable or impede the predation of T4P-carrying bacteria. Our

simulations also emphasize the critical role of spatial organiza-

tion and rapid lysis in the success of T6SS-mediated targeted

depletion. Collectively, our study demonstrates that the natural

diversity of T4Ps plays a pivotal role in regulating the extent of

non-kin cell-to-cell contact, thus shaping the ensuing competi-

tion driven by the T6SS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T4Ps facilitate T6SS-mediated killing by fostering cell-
to-cell contact
We hypothesized that T4P-mediated autoaggregation might

enhance the essential cell-to-cell contact necessary for T6SS-

mediated elimination under liquid conditions. To test our hypoth-

esis, we induced the activity of both T6SS and T4Ps by artificial

production of the TfoX master regulator.43 We then co-cultured

T6SS-competent strains (acting as predator) with T6SS-sensi-

tive target strains (prey). We made the prey strains T6SS-sensi-

tive by deleting the genes encoding the four T6SS effector/im-

munity protein pairs (D4E/I), a modification applied to the

pandemic V. cholerae strain A1552, which served as the chassis

for our research throughout this study. Predator strains were en-

gineered to be either T6SS-competent or rendered non-func-

tional by deleting vasK, which encodes a critical component of

the T6SS membrane complex.56

To investigate the role of T4Ps, we manipulated the major pilin

PilA of A1552, a pivotal T4P component. We either kept the en-

coding gene in its original genetic location (pilA(A1552)) or

deleted it (DpilA) in both the predator and prey strains. In all

strains, we disabled T4P retraction (DpilT), which promoted an

intensified autoaggregation effect.51 The phenomenon of ampli-

fied autoaggregation due to pilT deletion has also been observed

in other bacteria, such as N. meningitidis.57 In this study, we em-

ployed pilT deletion as a practical approach to increase the likeli-

hood of self-interactions between pili. However, it’s worth noting

that these enhanced self-interactions may resemble the interac-

tions of T4Ps on chitin surfaces, where dense networks of pili-pili

interactions are well-documented.51 Unfortunately, performing

experiments on chitin surfaces proved to be technically unfeasi-

ble for testing the hypotheses outlined above.

The ability of strains to outcompete one another was deter-

mined by the log-transformed relative competitive index (RCI),

which compares the strain-1-to-strain-2 ratio at the end of

the experiment with the starting one (see section bacterial

competition assays in STAR Methods).35,58 Here, positive
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values of log RCI indicate that strain 1 outcompetes strain 2,

while a value of 0 indicates neither strain outcompetes the

other strain. To distinguish predator and prey strains, we

used distinct antibiotic/fluorescent markers. Notably, strains

solely carrying these markers displayed no change in relative

abundance when competed against a A1552DlacZ reference

strain (Figure S1A; see section bacterial competition assays

in STAR Methods).35,58

Co-culture experiments between prey and predator strains

clearly demonstrated that predator strains can outcompete

prey strains when the T4Ps were functionally active (Figures 1A

and S1B). Conversely, when the predator strain had a non-func-

tional T6SS, any difference in relative abundance was entirely

abolished. This suggests that the change in relative abundance

of predator strains is primarily achieved through T6SS-mediated

depletion of prey cells.

To validate the T6SS-mediated depletion of prey cells, we

conducted imaging of the co-cultures, examining the spatial

arrangement of prey and predator cells (Figure 1B). In order to

image aggregates, cells were grown in liquid culture, mounted

on an agarose pad, covered with a coverslip, and imaged imme-

diately (see section bacterial imaging through light microscopy in

STAR Methods). In our observations, we used a cell-imperme-

able DNA dye (SYTOX Blue) to visualize cells with compromised

membrane integrity.59 What we witnessed was that the autoag-

gregation promoted by the T4Ps effectively facilitated the neces-

sary cell-to-cell contact for T6SS-mediated cell elimination in

liquid conditions. In contrast, the absence of functional T4P elim-

inated the cell-to-cell contact, thereby preventing the killing of

T6SS-sensitive strains. Second, we noted cell rounding and lysis

of T6SS-sensitive prey, a phenomenon predominantly occurring

in cells in direct contact with the predator strains (Figure 1B,

inset). This particular trait was dependent on the presence of a

T6SS-competent predator strain, with no discernible changes

in prey cell morphology when a non-functional T6SS predator

strain was utilized. Thus, these images offer compelling visual
Figure 1. T4Ps facilitate T6SS-mediated killing in liquid by promoting a

(A) Relative competitive index (RCI) of T6SS-competent (parent) and non-function

strains. Both prey and predator strains carry their native major pilin gene (pilA(

outcompeted the prey strain, and a log RCI value of 0 indicates neither strain ou

(B) Representative microscopic images depicting 4-h-old co-cultures of T6SS-co

sensitive (D4E/I) prey strains. Both prey and predator strains either possess their n

contrast (left), a merged view of prey (superfolder GFP [sfGFP], in green) and pred

(right). An inset provides a zoomed-in view of an aggregate indicated on the pha

(C) Zoomed snapshots taken after 1 h from the start of the simulations, conducted

and testing. Of note, simulations were conducted from the 3-h mark in the experim

T6SS-mediated killing (top vs. bottom row) either enabled or disabled.

(D) Time-course analysis of log RCI of predator strains in co-culture experimen

cultures.

(E) Time-course of co-culture experiments demonstrating the aggregation level at

level is determined by the ratio of the co-culture’s optical density at 600 nm (OD600

no aggregation occurs.

(F) Evolution over time of a simulated aggregate withmatching T4Ps and T6SS killin

indicated. In the secondpanel (1min), we show two randomly chosen small aggreg

each other), but note that other aggregates or isolated bacteria later end up within

bars giving the standard deviation; circles represent data from three independent e

ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test (***p < 0.001), and p values are provided in th

represented by green and red markers, respectively, while lysing cells are indica

ameters. In the ‘‘no T4P’’ and ‘‘0 min’’ panels, we display the content of an arbitrar

Methods section computational model development and testing for further detail
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evidence of T6SS-mediated prey cell elimination facilitated by

the T4Ps.

To analyze the impact of the different interactions and param-

eters involved in the T4P-facilitated T6SS-mediated depletion of

prey strains, we developed an agent-based model grounded in

physical principles and incorporating key biological elements

(Table 1). In this model, prey and predator bacteria were initially

randomly distributed at a 1:1 ratio in a three-dimensional

40340340 body-centered cubic lattice modeling the liquid sus-

pension. Subsequently, all bacteria were allowed to move diffu-

sively within the medium, with the ability to divide and to interact

through T4Ps. Predators could execute T6SS-mediated killing of

neighboring prey cells, which then enter a lysing state (for further

details, refer to the STAR Methods section). By enabling or

disabling interactions through T4Ps and T6SS killing, we were

able to qualitatively reproduce themicroscopic images observed

(Figure 1C). Just as in the experiments, when T4Ps were present,

mixed aggregates formed, leading to the lysis of prey cells when

T6SS killing was enabled. Moreover, the absence of T4Ps pre-

vented aggregation, with T6SS killing becoming a rare event.

Therefore, our minimal model serves to confirm that prey deple-

tion is significantly enhanced when predator and prey cells

adhere via T4Ps. This heightened contact between neighboring

prey-predator pairs allows for more frequent T6SS killing.

In light of these observations, we were keen to delve into the

dynamics of contact establishment and the subsequent elimina-

tion of prey. To investigate this, we conducted a time-course co-

culture experiment in which we determined the RCI of the pred-

ator strain at different incubation times (Figure 1D). Furthermore,

we assessed the levels of aggregation in these co-cultures by

comparing the ratio of cells in the solutionwith those in the settled

aggregates (Figure 1E). What we found was that the change in

relative abundance of predator strains became evident when

compared with a DpilA co-culture control after 3.5–4 h of incuba-

tion. This synchronization with a preceding rapid aggregation

event suggests that the killing of T6SS-sensitive cells occurs
utoaggregation

al (DvasK) predator strains when co-cultured with T6SS-sensitive (D4E/I) prey

A1552)) or lack it (DpilA). Positive log RCI values indicate the predator strain

tcompeted the other strain. RCI values were determined after 6 h of growth.

mpetent (parent) and non-functional (DvasK) predator strains, alongside T6SS-

ative major pilin gene (pilA(A1552)) or lack it (DpilA). The images include phase

ator strains (mCherry, in red) (middle), and SYTOX blue dead cell stain (in blue)

se channel image by a white box. Scale bars, 25 mm.

as described in the STARMethods section computational model development

ents. The simulations consider T4P self-interactions (left vs. right column) and

ts, comparing pilA-carrying co-cultures with corresponding pilA-deleted co-

indicated incubation times followed by a settling time of 5min. The aggregation

) pre/post-vortex. The horizontal dotted line represents the value around which

g.Within each panel, the number of bacteria forming the displayed aggregate is

ates (the dashed line separating the two plots indicates that they are not close to

the displayed aggregate. In (A), (D), and (E), graphs show the mean, with error

xperiments. In dot plots, significant differenceswere determined using one-way

e source data file. In (C) and (F) from simulations, prey and predator cells are

ted by black markers. The black scale bar indicates the length of 5 marker di-

y cube, of edge about 23 cell diameters, extracted from the system. See STAR

s on simulations. See also Figures S1 and S5 and Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4.



Table 1. Model parameters

Parameter Value Source

Division rate kdiv 1:58 h�1 see STAR Methods section division

Killing rate kkill 6.25a–31.25 h�1 kfire from Smith et al.,64,65 and kkill = kfire=z, where z

is the number of neighbors per site in the lattice

Lysis rate klysis 0.8a–8 h�1 Smith et al.64,65

Diffusion coefficient D 3 3 10�12a–10�9 m2.s�1 see STAR Methods section transport

Interaction energies Eprey , Epredator , Ecross 0 � 4 kT see STAR Methods section interactions via T4P

See also Figure S5 and STAR Methods.
aDefault values.
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shortly after cell-to-cell contact is established. Similar to the

experimental observations, simulations exhibit rapid aggrega-

tion, followed by T6SS killing (Figure 1F; Videos S1, S2, S3,

and S4). Collectively, our data demonstrate that T4P-mediated

aggregation generates enough cell-to-cell contact to facilitate

effective T6SS killing, even under conditions where cells are

otherwise well-mixed.

Related to this role of T4Ps in facilitating T6SS-mediated killing

in liquid environments, studies have demonstrated that engi-

neered receptor-ligand interactions can lead to the targeted

depletion of prey cells within bacterial communities.60 Similarly,

in Vibrio fischeri, a putative lipoprotein has been implicated in

mediating targeted cell-to-cell contact for T6SS competition in

high-viscosity liquid media.10 It’s worth noting that this lipopro-

tein’s distribution is limited to bacterial species associated with

a marine host and has no homolog in V. cholerae. The specificity

of target recognition in this case is achieved through an unknown

ligand. In various scenarios, not limited to liquid conditions, such

as within microcolonies of N. cinerea, the expression of T4Ps by

both predator and prey strains heightened the prey’s vulnera-

bility to T6SS attacks in contrast to a non-piliated control. This

effect was achieved by preventing the segregation of prey

from a T6SS-armed attacker.55 These findings underscore the

potential risk involved in utilizing T4Ps in the natural environment,

as they can serve as potential enhancer of T6SS-mediated

competition.

Naturally occurring diversity of T6SS E/I pairs and T4P
pilin alleles
Having demonstrated the potential of T4Ps to facilitate T6SS-

mediated killing in liquid environments, our next objective was

to investigate the interplay between the naturally occurring

diversity of T6SS and T4Ps in V. cholerae. First, we aimed to un-

derstand whether strains carrying diverse PilA variants could

engage in T6SS-dependent competition. Second, we investi-

gated whether there is co-occurrence between the pilA alleles

and T6SS compatibility, or if other selective forces influenced

the diversity of these two systems. To address these questions,

we initially constructed a cladogram involving 39 V. cholerae ge-

nomes, comprising both environmental and patient isolates. We

used Vibrio mimicus as an outgroup for this analysis (Figure 2A).

To evaluate the diversity of the T6SS, we aligned the nucleotide

sequences of the six known T6SS clusters. We then extracted

the amino acid sequences of the cognate immunity proteins in

the E/I protein pairs. The resulting heatmaps, displaying the per-

centage identity of T6SS (Figure S2), were used to group T6SS
E/I modules into families (sharing over 30% identity) and subfam-

ilies (identical sequences) consistent with methods previously

developed.17,61 This typing approach enabled us to identify six

novel T6SS E/I families that could not be grouped into existing

families within the large gene cluster. Additionally, it expanded

our understanding of strains carrying the recently discovered

auxiliary clusters 4 and 520,40,41 (Figure 2A).

The categorization of strains into T6SS families, as depicted to

the right of the cladogram in Figure 2A, allowed us to visualize

whether they are capable of coexisting, that is sharing identical

T6SS modules, or if they can engage in T6SS-dependent

competition. Variety in T6SS families within V. cholerae isolates

was large, with few T6SS-compatible strains. Indeed, previous

experimental data among a subset of strains showed limited

compatibility between T6SS systemswith diverse E/I modules.20

Also indicated is the previously confirmed self-interaction ability

of PilA, which is presented alongside the T6SS E/I modules.51

Next, we extracted nucleotide and protein sequences based

on genome annotations to construct a heatmap and a PilA clado-

gram (Figures 2B and S3). Notably, the studied PilA variants

exhibit high variability and cluster into numerous phylogenetic

groups.

Our analysis did not reveal distinct clades for either the T6SS

E/I modules or PilA variants (Figures 2A and 2B). While closely

related strains occasionally shared similar T6SS E/I modules

and PilA variants (for example, strains 2012Env-9 and Env-

390), more often, we observed diversity in both the T6SS E/I

modules and PilA variants (such as SP7G and DL4215). More-

over, we did not identify evidence for co-occurrence between

PilA variants and T6SS compatibility. Nonetheless, we did

observe different topologies between genome-based and pilA

trees (Figure 2B) and an average of approximately 9% lower gua-

nine-cytosine (GC) content for both the T6SS E/I modules and

pilA. These observations suggest that both pilA and T6SS E/I

modules can be horizontally acquired, as previously suggested

for the latter.17,62 Notably, horizontal exchange of pilA alleles

or T6SS E/I modules could thereby alter bacterial competition.

How the exchange of pilA alleles would influence T6SS compe-

tition is outlined below.

T4P-facilitated neighbor predation is conserved among
self-interacting PilA variants
Subsequently, we assessed whether the capacity of T4Ps to

facilitate T6SS-mediated killing is conserved among different

PilA variants. To investigate PilA variability, we replaced the

native pilA locus of strain A1552 with pilA alleles extracted
Current Biology 34, 1–15, June 3, 2024 5
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Figure 2. Diversity of T6SS E/I pairs and T4P pilin alleles in V. cholerae

(A) Cladogrampresenting 39 V. cholerae strains analyzed based on 1,186 core genes. T6SS effector module families in the large (LC) and auxiliary clusters (Aux 1–

5) are specified behind the strain names, followed by the self-interaction ability of T4Ps. Boxes indicate strains with identical T6SS E/I modules. V.mimicus (ATCC

33655) was used as an outgroup.

(legend continued on next page)
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from genomes of a variety of V. cholerae strains, a method pre-

viously demonstrated to be fully functional.51 The predator and

prey strains with replaced pilA (pilArep) were co-cultured, and

their predator RCI was evaluated (Figures 3A and 3B). Our results

revealed a positive predator RCI for PilA variants capable of self-

interaction, as compared with a negative control lacking pilA

(DpilA; Figure 3A). Conversely, PilA variants that could not self-

interact according to previous work51 were unable to facilitate

T6SS-mediated killing (Figure 3B).

Interestingly, two PilA variants, from strains SL6Y and

DRC186, displayed an intermediate level of prey strain depletion.

Both of these PilA variants could support the killing of T6SS-sen-

sitive prey, but the culture tubes appeared more turbid than

those with other self-interacting PilA variants that mostly settled

to the bottom of the tube. We hypothesized that a weaker aggre-

gation phenotype might allow a subpopulation of targeted prey

cells to escape. To explore this, we determined the aggregation

levels of these PilA variants and compared themwith the strongly

self-interacting A1552 PilA variant and the negative DpilA control

(Figure 3C). While measuring aggregation ratios,51 various

settling times were considered to allow for self-interaction of

potentially weaker PilA variants. Indeed, both the SL6Y and

DRC186 PilA variants exhibited weaker levels of aggregation

than the strongly self-interacting A1552 PilA variant. Of these

two, the SL6Y variant displayed stronger aggregation during

extended settling periods, which are, however, not included in

the evaluation of the predator RCI during co-culture. Notably,

the major pilin of T4Ps is known to exhibit variation also in other

bacterial species.52–54 This variability can influence the strength

of attractive forces between bacterial cells, as experimentally

demonstrated for Neisseria gonorrhoeae,63 which can explain

our results. Similarly, the diversity in PilA variants in Acineto-

bacter baumannii was shown to impact the level of T4P self-

interaction and its functional specialization.54

Pilus-specific T6SS competition by spatial segregation
A significant diversity of PilA variants is naturally present within

the non-pandemic V. cholerae isolates.53 We speculated that

PilA diversity might provide protection for cells against T6SS

competition by enabling specificity in contact establishment.

To investigate this, we conducted a co-culture experiment in

which we co-cultivated a prey strain with various PilA variants

alongside a predator strain containing the pandemic A1552

PilA variant (Figure 4A). As expected, the presence of PilA diver-

sity negated the ability of the predator strain to outcompete the

prey strain, in contrast to the co-culture with a control T4P

matching the A1552 PilA variant.

After this discovery, we proceeded to visualize the spatial

arrangement of the cells, both with and without PilA diversity

(Figure 4B). Although identical T4Ps led to a well-blended com-

munity with numerous interfaces of cell-to-cell contact between

the two cell types, T4P diversity facilitated the predominant

spatial separation of the two cell types. Consequently, due to

the T4P specificity between the pandemic and other self-
(B) Comparison of the core gene-based cladogram of the 39 V. cholerae strains st

the right side). Colored boxes highlight supported clades of relatively related stra

difference in topologies between the genome-based and pilA reconstructions s

verified using 100 bootstraps, and nodes with bootstrap values below 60 were c
interacting PilA variants, T4P-mediated T6SS competition with

strains carrying diverse pilA alleles was circumvented. We there-

fore conducted simulations that accounted for the presence of

non-matching T4Ps incapable of cross-interaction, in contrast

to matching T4Ps (Figure 4C; Videos S4 and S5). Similar to the

experimental observations, prey and predator cells with diverse

T4Ps formed distinct aggregates. This prevented encounters be-

tween the prey and predator, along with subsequent T6SS-

mediated killings, within the timescale considered.

Most PilA variants of V. cholerae appear to exhibit highly spe-

cific interactions.51 Interestingly, naturally occurring PilA variants

with cross-interaction have also been identified. These promis-

cuous PilA variants could facilitate cell-to-cell contact between

potential T6SS competitors and invite T6SS competition. We hy-

pothesized that the potential risk of engaging in T6SS competi-

tion could be offset by preferential binding to kin. To further

investigate this, we simulated prey and predator systems, in

which we reduced the cross-interaction T4P binding energy

(Ecross) between prey and predator, making cross-interaction

weaker than self-interaction (Figure 4D; Video S6). These simu-

lations resulted in patchy aggregates. Increasing Ecross within

this range led to increased mixing within aggregates, providing

more boundary interfaces between prey and predator, until the

cross-interaction T4P binding energy equaled the self-interac-

tion T4P binding energy between two prey cells or two predators,

resulting in matching T4Ps. Simulating preferential binding to

kin-restricted T6SS killing predominantly to the boundary inter-

faces between patches, thanks to the partial segregation effect

arising from weaker interactions across T4P variants.

Next, we determined the spatial organization of the cells for all

promiscuous interactions (Figures 4E and S4). Simultaneously,

we performed co-culture experiments to evaluate the predator

RCI of all known promiscuous interactions, as well as their con-

forming counterparts (Figure 4F). Compared with the matching

A1552 PilA variant condition, we observed two distinct pheno-

types. The promiscuity between SA3G and SP6G PilA variants

resulted in low-level mixing, with sparse non-kin cell-to-cell con-

tact at boundary interfaces. This led to no change in relative

abundance for T6SS-competent cells at the population level,

as evident from the determined predator RCI. For the other pro-

miscuous PilA variant combinations, we observed an intermedi-

ate phenotype. Segregated groups of cell types were observed,

leading to a subpopulation of cells engaging in non-kin cell-to-

cell contact, while others established cell-to-cell contact be-

tween kin cells. This matches the predictions from our model,

since the simulations that modeled preferential binding to kin

produced aggregates of similarmorphology to both types of pro-

miscuous T4Ps (Figure 4D), depending on the exact value of the

cross-interaction T4P binding energy (Ecross). This shows that

weaker interactions between promiscuous T4P variants are

responsible for the observed spatial organization patterns. The

resulting patchiness leads to a reduction of T6SS competition in-

terfaces compared with the case with matching pili and restricts

the risk of T6SS competition to a subset of the population,
udied (on the left side) with the pilA nucleotide-sequence-based cladogram (on

ins, which are also represented by colored circles in the pilA cladogram. The

uggests horizontal movement of the pilA genes. Statistical significance was

ollapsed. See also Figures S2 and S3.
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Figure 3. Conservation of T4P-mediated T6SS killing across self-interacting PilA variants

(A) Bacterial competition assay introducing self-interacting PilA variants into T6SS-competent (predator) and T6SS-sensitive (prey) strains.

(B) Log RCI of non-interacting PilA variants, with self-interacting pilArep[A1552] serving as a positive control.

(C) Aggregation assay assessing the aggregation level of PilA variants from strains SL6Y and DRC186 comparedwith the one fromA1552. Cultures are allowed to

settle for the specified duration, after which the aggregation level was determined by calculating the ratio of the culture’s OD600 before and after vortexing. The

horizontal dotted line denotes the ratio around which no aggregation occurs. The DpilA strain serves as the negative control. Circles in graphs represent in-

dependent replicates, while bars/lines indicate the mean, with error bars illustrating the standard deviation. Log-transformed RCI values of predators were

compared with DpilA for statistical analysis (ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test; ***p < 0.001), and p values are provided in the source data file.
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resembling a bet-hedging strategy. Alternatively, intrinsically

modulating the strength or ability of T4Ps to self-interact (e.g.,

SL6Y/Sa5Y) would reduce the number of all T4P-facilitated

cell-to-cell contacts but may affect the functional specialization

of the strain. Lastly, the predominant PilA variant specificity

found in naturally occurring isolates suggests a selective burden

for non-specific T4Ps. Although we demonstrate that T6SS

competition could apply a selective burden for pilus conformity,

we suggest that diversity in both T6SS and PilA is also driven by

factors independent of their interplay. Namely, T4P-independent

T6SS competition, potentially caused through proximity by

crowding, could also drive the diversity observed in T6SS E/I

modules, while the PilA variability might reflect the selection

pressure by other stressors, such as phage predation.

Spatial assortment and lysis time dictate T6SS-
mediated target cell depletion
With evidence of the T4P’s potential in facilitating T6SS deple-

tion, we aimed to explore the key factors influencing its effective-

ness using our agent-based model. Considering the observed

ability of T4Ps to regulate non-kin cell-to-cell contact, we as-

sessed the impact of cross-interaction T4P binding energy on

mixing levels (Figure 5A). To analyze the mixing within aggre-

gates in more detail, we evaluated assortment, which compares

the number of observed adjacent prey-predator pairs with its

maximum expected value, which is obtained in the case of

randommixing (see section assortment: characterization of mix-

ing within aggregates in STAR Methods). Similar to the experi-

mental observations, our simulations demonstrate that a non-

zero cross-interaction T4P binding energy (Ecross) between prey

and predator increases assortment, thereby promoting mixing.

Higher cross-interaction T4P binding energy between prey and

predator results in the formation of more mixed aggregates,

with larger Ecross values leading to increased spatial assortment.

Moreover, we noted a stronger, long-term, gradual rise in assort-

ment over time in the presence of T6SS killing compared with
8 Current Biology 34, 1–15, June 3, 2024
scenarios without T6SS killing. The action of T6SS results in a

decrease of the number of prey cells, making the remaining

ones isolated and surrounded by predators, which increases

assortment. Our main observations about assortment are robust

to changes of the killing and lysis rates within the physiological

range (Figure S5A). After infinite time, all T6SS killing simulations

would eventually become uniform, consisting solely of preda-

tors, corresponding to the fixation of the predator type. However,

it is crucial to highlight that our simulations do not account for the

potential escape of prey cells into new niches. In natural settings,

the observed delay in spatial assortment for lower values ofEcross

could potentially be exploited by the T6SS-sensitive prey.

Having shown how T4P cross-interactions shape spatial

assortment, we aimed to determine the impact of these interac-

tions on the predator RCI (Figure 5B). We observed a rapid in-

crease in the log RCI with time, greatly influenced by the value

of the prey-predator T4P binding energy. When Ecross = 0, this

increase was minimal within the timescale considered. There-

fore, strong T4P-mediated attraction between prey and predator

plays a crucial role in promoting T6SS competition, a condition

achieved by matching T4Ps and modulated by promiscuous

T4Ps. We observe that assortment (Figure 5A) and log RCI (Fig-

ure 5B) have similar overall time evolutions here. These two

quantities are truly different in principle since assortment charac-

terizes local mixing while RCI is a global quantity that gives

insight into the overall composition of the system. However,

here, no mixing (assortment close to zero) entails no killing (log

RCI close to zero) because prey-predator contacts are needed

for killing. Hence, the similar time evolution of assortment and

of log RCI is due to the fact that T4Ps mediate killing by T6SS.

We observed a positive relationship between the predator RCI

and Ecross, with T6SS competition being enhanced as prey-pred-

ator attraction increases toward a matching T4P condition (Fig-

ure 5C). Matching T4Ps ensure a strong binding energy between

cell types, leading to the subsequent T6SS depletion of target

strains, while diverse T4Ps hinder T6SS competition, depending
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Figure 4. Impact of pilus specificity on T6SS competition and spatial segregation

(A) Log RCI of T6SS-competent (predator) strains competing with T6SS-sensitive (prey) strains, with diverse PilA variants among the prey strains, against a

predator strain carrying the A1552 PilA variant. Details as described for Figure 3.

(legend continued on next page)
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on the level of promiscuity of the PilA variant. Through PilA diver-

sity, spatial assortment is modulated, dictating the dynamics of

T6SS-mediated depletion of target strains by altering the level

of T6SS competition interfaces. Indeed, autoaggregation facili-

tated by self-interacting identical T4Ps could function as a de-

fense strategy of V. cholerae against T6SS invaders.

Interestingly, the reduction in T6SS competition interfaces

observed in the simulations and imaging of promiscuous T4Ps

resulted in lysing cells forming a barrier between cell types.

This phenomenon, known as the corpse barrier effect,64 could

significantly influence the dynamics of prey depletion. To further

investigate this, we determined the log predator RCI for various

lysis times (Figure 5D).65 We observed a negative relationship

between lysis time and log predator RCI. Consistent with the

findings of Smith and colleagues,64 the corpse barrier effect im-

pedes T6SS competition by obstructing predators from reaching

new targets. Predator cells equipped with fast-acting lysing

effector modules could overcome this barrier, which might be

a critical factor in considering target depletion. In V. cholerae,

strain W10G, carrying two pandemic-like A-type E/I modules in

the large and aux2 clusters, has been shown to exhibit strong

killing activity against other environmental V. cholerae strains.20

Moreover, Vibrio coralliilyticus, while not resistant to V. cholerae

T6SS attacks, can withstand T6SS challenge and deplete a non-

pandemic O1 serogoup V. cholerae strain through T6SS killing.25

These are examples of potent T6SS strains/species, though

whether this is due to rapid lysis, or other factors, e.g., firing

rate, remains to be determined. Lastly, spatial assortment could

prevent the formation of a corpse barrier, as demonstrated in our

experiments. Mixing between predator and prey cells, promoted

bymatching T4Ps, increases T6SS competition interfaces. How-

ever, it remains to be investigated whether this mixing occurs un-

der natural conditions.

Notably, in this study, we artificially induce T4Ps and T6SS and

use retraction-deficient cells as a powerful tool to study their

interplay. Thus, an important question for future research will

be to comprehend whether under natural conditions, e.g., chitin

surfaces for V. cholerae, T4Ps could serve as a means for the

recruitment of predator cells. This exploration could also yield

further insights into the consequences of T6SS and T4Ps on

the local enrichment of pathogenic or environmental strains, as

well as PilA variant specialization for V. cholerae, specifically.

Nonetheless, the swift capture and subsequent elimination of

pandemic V. cholerae through pilus conformity observed in our

experiments have demonstrated the potential for the targeted

depletion of T4P-carrying species.
(B) Representative microscopy images of co-culture experiments between T6S

sensitive (D4E/I) prey strains. Predator and prey strains are either carrying matchi

for Figure 1B.

(C) Snapshots from simulations after 1 h (corresponding to the 4-h mark in experi

and prey. Ecross was set at 3 kT for matching T4Ps and 0 for diverse T4Ps. Detai

(D) Snapshots from simulations after 1 h, representing various levels of T4P p

compared with a matching T4P control. Details as described for Figures 1C and

(E) Imaging of co-culture experiments between T6SS-competent (predator) an

promiscuousness. Details as described for Figure 1B.

(F) Log RCI in prey/predator co-culture experiments, where the PilA variants disp

graphs represent independent experiments, and means are indicated by lines. S

[A1552] control condition using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test (***p

and S5 and Videos S1, S4, S5, and S6.
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The critical role of self-interacting T4Ps in the colonization of

pathogen hosts and environmental niches may contribute to

the maintenance of the targeted receptor. For instance, in

V. cholerae, the conservation of the strongly self-interacting

PilA variant within the pandemic lineage suggests its significance

in the aquatic environment and/or during human transmission.51

Additionally, the preservation of T4P specificity might prevent

T4P-facilitated competition with T6SS-carrying competitors. In

contrast, the self-interacting toxin co-regulated pilus, exclusive

to the V. cholerae pandemic lineage, does not display target

specificity between major pilin variants.51,66 It is important to

note that the T6SS E/I modules of pandemic strains are identical,

rendering themT6SS compatible. Finally, considering the natural

occurrence of diverse self-interacting T4Ps in various patho-

gens,31,52–54 the investigation of targeted depletion using T4Ps

should be pursued further.
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Figure 5. Impact of T4P-mediated binding

energy and lysis time on spatial assortment

and log predator RCI

(A) Impact of the attractive interaction between prey

and predators on mixing over time. The main panel

displays the assortment between prey and predators

over time, averaged over simulation replicates, for

different values of the T4P binding energy Ecross be-

tween a prey and a predator. Solid lines represent

simulationswith killing (kkill = 6:25 h� 1),whiledashed

lines depict scenarios without killing (kkill = 0).

Assortment is determined by comparing the number

of adjacent prey-predator pairs with its maximum

expected value, considering lysing cells as prey (see

STAR Methods section assortment: characterization

of mixing within aggregates). The inset graph shows

assortment vs. Ecross after 1 h of simulations (corre-

sponding to the 4-h mark in experiments).

(B) Evolution of RCI over time. Themain panel depicts

themean logRCIvs. time for variousEcross values.The

inset shows the frequency of fixation events, where

only predators remain, and prey are completely

depleted, across the replicate simulations. When fix-

ationoccurs ina replicate, theRCIdivergesand is thus

excluded from the calculation of the mean RCI. To

address potential bias, the results are only displayed

until the frequency of fixations reaches 0.25 for

Ecross = 3 kT. The shaded areas represent the inter-

quartile ranges.

(C) Impact of attraction between prey and predators

on the resulting predator RCI. The graph displays the

mean log RCI vs. Ecross after 20 min of simulation.

(D) Effect of lysis timeonpreydepletion. Themean logRCI is shownvs. themean lysis time (1=klysis) after 20minof simulationwithEcross = 3 kT.Whenfixationoccurs

ina replicate simulation, thecorrespondingRCIdivergesand is thereforenotconsidered in thecalculationof themeanRCI. Fixationeventswereobserved in less than

0.5% of replicate simulations. All results are averaged over 103 replicate simulations. See also Figure S5.
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D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10516)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[1587], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[1587],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10525)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SL6Y], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SL6Y],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10511)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SL6Y], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SL6Y],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10519)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[DRC186], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[DRC186],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10517)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[DRC186], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[DRC186],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10526)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[Sa5Y], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[Sa5Y],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10506)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[Sa5Y], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[Sa5Y],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10528)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[V52], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[V52],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10535)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[V52], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[V52],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10529)
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TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W6G], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W6G],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10536)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W6G], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W6G],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10530)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SA7G], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SA7G],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10537)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SA7G], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SA7G],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10531)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SO5Y], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SO5Y],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10538)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SO5Y], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SO5Y],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10532)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SIO], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SIO],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10527)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SIO], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[SIO],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10533)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W10G], DVC1418-19::FRT,

DVCA0020-21::FRT, DVCA0123-24::FRT,

DVCA0285-86::FRT, DVC1807::FRT-SpecR-FRT-

PA1/04/03-sfGFP; RifR

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W10G],

D4E/I, SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10539)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W10G], DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[W10G],

KanR-mCherry (GC#10534)

TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[A1552], DvasK, DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13; Rif
R

This paper A1552-TntfoX, DpilT, pilArep[A1552],

DvasK, KanR-mCherry (GC#10509)

Escherichia coli S17-1 lpir; for cloning and

conjugation into V. cholerae

Simon et al.69 S17-1 lpir (GC#648)

Escherichia coli SM10 lpir; for cloning and

conjugation into V. cholerae

Simon et al.69 SM10 lpir (GC#647)

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

lysogeny broth (LB) Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#X968.3

LB agar Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#X969.3

CaCl2 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#C5080

MgCl2 PanReac AppliChem

ITW Reagents

Cat#A4425

L-arabinose Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#5118.2

Thiosulfate citrate bile salts sucrose (TCBS) agar Sigma-Aldrich Cat#86348

sucrose Sigma-Aldrich Cat#84100

ampicillin Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#K029.3

gentamicin Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#0233.4

kanamycin Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#T832.4

spectinomycin Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#S9007

5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl b-d-

galactopyranoside (X-gal)

PanReac AppliChem

ITW Reagents

Cat#A1007

agarose Carl Roth, Switzerland Cat#3810.2

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#10010-015

SYTOX Blue Nucleic Acid Stain Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#S11348
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Deposited data

Original custom code for simulations This paper https://github.com/Bitbol-Lab/

T4P-T6SS-interplay

Source data containing raw, p and

growth rate values

This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.10848650

genome of ATCC33655 N/A GenBank: GCF_001471395.1

genome of A1552 Matthey et al.70 GenBank: GCA_003097695.1

genome of SP6G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357745.1

genome of SP7G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357765.1

genome of L6G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357685.1

genome of SA3G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357885.1

genome of TP N/A GenBank: CP137095.1, GenBank: CP137096.1

genome of DL4215 N/A GenBank: CP137093.1, GenBank: CP137094.1

genome of 1587 N/A GenBank: CP137097.1,GenBank: CP137098.1

genome of SL6Y Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357725.1

genome of DRC186 N/A GenBank: GCA_030710345.1

genome of Sa5Y Matthey et al.70 GenBank: GCA_003063885.1

genome of V52 N/A GenBank: CP137135.1, Genbank: CP137136.1

genome of W6G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357785.1

genome of SA7G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357845.1

genome of SO5Y Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357665.1

genome of SIO N/A GenBank: JBBHLM000000000.1

genome of W10G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357605.1

genome of SL5Y Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357645.1

genome of SL4G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357625.1

genome of W7G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357805.1

genome of SA10G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357865.1

genome of E7G Drebes Dörr and Blokesch20 GenBank: GCA_013357825.1

genome of DL4211 N/A GenBank: CP137091.1, GenBank: CP137092.1

genome of VCSR05 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168205.1

genome of VCSR0207 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168105.1

genome of VCSR096 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168285.1

genome of V130003 N/A GenBank: GCA_023169825.1

genome of Env-390 Azarian et al.72 GenBank: GCF_001854425.1

genome of 2012Env-9 Azarian et al.72 GenBank: GCF_000788715.2

genome of VCSR063 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168245.1

genome of VCSR051 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168225.1

genome of VCSR0102 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023167925.1

genome of VCSR0162 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023167985.1

genome of RFB16 Bina et al.73 GenBank: GCA_008369605.1

genome of VCSR017 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168045.1

genome of NCTC30 Dorman et al.74 GenBank: GCA_900538065.1

genome of VCSR077 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168265.1

genome of strain20000 N/A GenBank: GCA_004328575.1

genome of VCSR045 Murase et al.71 GenBank: GCA_023168185.1

genome of 2012EL-1759 Katz et al.75 GenBank: JNEW00000000.1

genome of HE45 N/A GenBank: GCF_000279285.1

genome of A325 N/A GenBank: CWSO00000000.1

genome of 490�93 Bishop-Lilly et al.76 GenBank: JIDQ00000000.1

genome of TMA21 N/A GenBank: ACHY00000000
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genome of MZO-2 N/A GenBank: GCA_000153985.3

genome of TM11079�80 N/A GenBank: GCA_000174255.1

genome of PG41 Khatri et al.77 GenBank: ASXS00000000.1

genome of VL426 N/A GenBank: GCF_000174235.1

genome of MZO-3 N/A GenBank: GCA_000168935.3

genome of AM-19226 Dziejman et al.78 GenBank: GCA_000153785.3

genome of S12 Labbate et al.40 GenBank: MDST00000000

genome of BC1071 Crisan et al.41 GenBank: LT897798.1

Recombinant DNA

pUX-BF13 - oriR6K, helper plasmid with

Tn7 transposition function; AmpR

Bao et al.79 pUX-BF13 (GC#457)

pGP704 with mini-Tn7 carrying araC and

PBAD-tfoX; AmpR, GentR (TntfoX)

Lo Scrudato and Blokesch80 pGP704-mTntfoX (GC#1624)

pGP704-Sac28 suicide vector,

oriR6K, sacB; AmpR

Meibom et al.81 p28 (GC#649)

pGP704-Sac28-DpilA Meibom et al.81 p28-pilA (GC#1050)

pGP704-Sac28-DpilT Adams et al.51 p28-DpilT (GC#5959)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[A1552] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[A1552] (GC#6199)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[964; SP6G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SP6G] (GC#5674)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[952; SP7G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SP7G] (GC#5665)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[956; L6G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[L6G] (GC#5666)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[957; SA3G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SA3G] (GC#5667)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[999; TP] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[TP] (GC#5670)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[3079; DL4215] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[DL4215] (GC#5671)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[3081; 1587] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[1587] (GC#5672)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[953; SL6Y] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SL6Y] (GC#5673)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[2501; DRC186] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[DRC186] (GC#5676)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[353; Sa5Y] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[Sa5Y] (GC#6200)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[1510; V52] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[V52] (GC#6201)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[354; W6G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[W6G] (GC#5664)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[959; SA7G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SA7G] (GC#5668)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[960; SO5Y] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SO5Y]

(GC#5669)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[1000; SIO] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[SIO]

(GC#5675)

pGP704-Sac28-pilArep[5537; W10G] Adams et al.51 p28-pilArep[W10G]

(GC#5677)

pGP704-Sac28-DVCA0285-86::FRT This paper p28-DVCA0285-86::FRT (GC#10540)

pGP704-Sac28-DVCA0120 Borgeaud et al.43 p28-DvasK (GC#1124)

pGP704-Sac28-DVC1807::FRT-

KanR-FRT-PA1/04/03-mCherryop13

This paper p28-KanR-mCherry (GC#10542)

pGP704-Sac28-DVC1807::FRT-

SpecR-FRT-PA1/04/03-sfGFP

This paper p28-SpecR-sfGFP (GC#10541)

Software and algorithms

SnapGene (v. 4.3.11) Dotmatics RRID:SCR_015052

Fiji (ImageJ) Schindelin et al.82 RRID:SCR_002285

Zeiss ZEN 2.6 blue edition Zeiss RRID:SCR_013672

PGAP 2022-10-03. build6384 Tatusova et al.83 RRID:SCR_021329

PPanGGOLiN (v. 1.2.74) Gautreau et al.84 https://github.com/labgem/PPanGGOLiN

iqtree2 (v. 2.2.0) Minh et al.85 RRID:SCR_017254

R (v. 4.2.1) R Core Team86 RRID:SCR_001905
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R ips package (v. 0.0.11) Heibl87 http://www.christophheibl.de/

Rpackages.html

makeblastdb command (v. 2.12)

in BLAST� Command Line

N/A https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

books/NBK279690/

muscle (v. 5.1.osx64) N/A RRID:SCR_011812

R bio3d package (v. 2.4-4) N/A https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/bio3d/index.html

pheatmap (v. 1.0.12) N/A RRID:SCR_016418

GraphPad Prism (v. 9.1.2) GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798
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RESOURCE AVAILABILTY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Melanie

Blokesch (melanie.blokesch@epfl.ch).

Materials availability
Strains and plasmids generated for this study are available upon request from the lead contact.

Data and code availability

d The source data file containing raw data, p values, and growth rates has been deposited in a Zenodo repository (https://doi.org/

10.5281/zenodo.10848650).

d All original code has been deposited in a GitHub repository (https://github.com/Bitbol-Lab/T4P-T6SS-interplay).

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacterial strains
The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in the key resources table. V. choleraeO1El Tor strain A1552was used

as a genome-sequenced representative of the ongoing seventh cholera pandemic.67,70

Growth conditions
Unless otherwise specified, bacteria were cultured in Lysogeny broth (LB) (Carl Roth, Switzerland) or on LB agar plates. The LB me-

diumwas supplemented with 1mMCaCl2 and 5mMMgCl2 to counteract LB batch-to-batch variability in aggregation51 (Figure S1C).

Indeed, LB medium is often low in divalent cations,88 and CaCl2 and MgCl2 concentration can be vastly different between batches/

different producers.89 Notably, the CaCl2 and MgCl2 concentrations present in seawater are, on average, considerably higher than

those supplemented in this study.90 Despite this, the addition of divalent cations has been found to have no effect on T6SS secretion,

although it has been observed to impact the conditional efficacy of certain T6SS effectors.89,91

Cultures were induced with 0.2% L-arabinose to promote the expression of PBAD-driven genes that were carried by a mini-Tn7

transposon92 integrated on the chromosome. Post-bacterial mating, Escherichia coli cells were counter-selected using Thiosulfate

citrate bile salts sucrose (TCBS, Sigma-Aldrich) agar. SacB-based counter-selection was carried out on NaCl-free LB agar supple-

mented with 10% sucrose. Various antibiotics such as ampicillin (Amp, 100 mg ml-1), gentamicin (Gent, 50 mgml�1), kanamycin (Kan,

75 mg ml�1), or spectinomycin (Spec, 200 mg ml�1) were added when necessary. Prior to each experiment, overnight cultures were

adjusted to an optical density at 600nm (OD600) of 2.0 and if required, mixed in a 1:1 ratio, before being back-diluted 1:100 in fresh LB

medium. These cultures were incubated in 14 ml round-bottomed polystyrene test tubes (Falcon, Corning) on a carousel style rotary

wheel (40 rpm) at 30�C.

METHOD DETAILS

Bacterial strain engineering
Standard methods were used for DNA manipulations and molecular cloning.93 All genetically engineered strains were verified by

PCR, Sanger sequenced by Microsynth AG, and analyzed using SnapGene (v. 4.3.11). Genetic engineering of V. cholerae was

done by natural transformation followed by FLP recombination (TransFLP),68,94,95 tri-parental mating,79 or allelic exchange using
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the counter-selectable plasmid pGP704-Sac28.81 For creating red fluorescent strains, the optimized mCherryop13 gene
96 was used

as a template.

Bacterial competition assays
The relative competitive index (RCI) of predator strains was evaluated in co-culture experiments using the specified predator-prey

strain pairs. Cultures were typically grown for 6 h, followed by a wash step in PBS and subsequent vortexing for 10 min at maximum

speed to disperse the aggregates into single cells. Right after dispersion, cells were serially diluted in PBS, and both prey and pred-

ator strains were counted on selective antibiotic-containing plates.

The predator RCI was calculated as the predator-to-prey ratio at the end of the experiment, divided by the starting ratio: RCI =

½Npredatorðt = 1Þ =Npreyðt = 1Þ� = ½Npredatorðt = 0Þ=Npreyðt = 0Þ�, where Nðt = 1Þ is the numerical density (N) at the end of the exper-

iment and Nðt = 0Þ is the one at the start.35,58 Throughout, we mainly consider the natural log-transformed RCI, denoted as log RCI.

The RCI of strains solely carrying the antibiotic/fluorescent markers was determined in co-culture experiments using A1552DlacZ

as the reference strain, following previously established methods.97 Strains were competed in fresh LB medium in the absence of

antibiotics for 8 h. At the beginning and end of the experiment, the proportions of blue (antibiotic/fluorescent marker strain) and white

(reference strain) colonies were counted through serial dilution in PBS, followed by plating on LB agar plates supplemented with

5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl b-d-galactopyranoside (X-gal; 40 mg ml–1). Subsequently, the RCI was calculated as above, but

comparing blue-to-white ratios.

Bacterial imaging through light microscopy
To visualize aggregates, overnight cultures were back-diluted, as mentioned previously, and were grown for 4 h. The cells were im-

mobilized bymounting them on slides coated with an agarose pad (1.2%wt/vol in PBS), covered with a coverslip, and imaged imme-

diately using a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 epifluorescence microscope with an AxioCamMRm camera, controlled by Zeiss Zen software

(ZEN 2.6 blue edition). Images were captured using a Plan-Apochromat 3100/1.4-NA Ph3 oil objective illuminated by an HXP120

lamp and were analyzed and prepared for publication using Fiji.82 To stain lysed cells, the agarose pad was supplemented with

0.5 mM SYTOX Blue Nucleic Acid Stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as previously described.59

Bacterial aggregation assay
Aggregation assays were conducted following the established protocol.51 Bacteria were grown for 6 h, then left to settle for durations

specified in the figure legends. The level of aggregation was determined bymeasuring the OD600 before and after vortexing (vortexed

at maximum speed for approximately 5 sec), during which the settled aggregates were resuspended into the solution.

Computational model development and testing
An agent-based model was developed on a lattice, grounded in physical principles and incorporating the key biological components

of the system. The focus was directed towards the events subsequent to the production of T4Ps and T6SS, precisely from the 3-hour

mark in the experiments. Stochastic simulations of the model were conducted, employing experimentally measured parameter

values whenever available (Table 1). The model was simulated on a lattice in both two and three dimensions, with primary emphasis

placed on the three-dimensional case in the main text, owing to its closer approximation to real-world conditions (see Figure S5B for

examples of two-dimensional simulations). In the three-dimensional case, each cell sits on a site of a body-centered cubic lattice. The

following paragraphs outline the fundamental components of the model.

Division

In our model, a cell can divide with rate kdiv, matching the experimentally measured value, if at least one of its neighboring sites on

the lattice is empty. The offspring is identical to its parent cell and is placed on a randomly chosen empty neighboring site. In

our experiments, the cell division rate was determined to be kdiv = 1:58h� 1. The growth rate was calculated using the formula

kdiv = log½ðOD2 =OD1Þ =ðT2 � T1Þ�, where OD represents the optical density and T represents the incubation time. The values 1

and 2 correspond to the start and end, respectively, of the linear portion of the optical density curve of thewild-type V. cholerae grown

under the specified growth conditions. Exact measurements can be found in the source data file.

Transport

In our experimental setup, bacteria are placed in test tubes and subjected to agitation through rotation. This is relevant due to the

turbulent flow observed in the natural habitat of V. cholerae, predominantly in oceans, estuaries, and rivers.98–100 In a turbulent

regime, passive transport by the medium can be modelled by eddy diffusion. In addition, V. cholerae bacteria can actively swim,

but the agitation of the medium prevents any substantial gradient that might bias their motion via chemotaxis or quorum sensing.

Thus, their active swimming motion may also be simply modelled by diffusion.101 We therefore model transport through an effective

diffusion coefficient D, which incorporates both passive and active transport.

Eddy diffusion coefficients are challenging tomeasure as they are contingent on local flow velocity and the sizes of eddies.100 How-

ever, they are usually significantly larger than the molecular diffusion coefficient Dmol = 53 10� 13m2s� 1, obtained via the Stokes-

Einstein equation Dmol = kT= ð6phRÞ, where k is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K is the absolute temperature, h = 8310� 4Pas is

the dynamic viscosity of water and R denotes the effective radius of bacteria, i.e. the radius of a sphere with the experimentally-

measured volume of a wildtype V. cholerae bacterium.102 Active diffusion coefficients associated to swimming can be expressed
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from the properties of bacterial swimming trajectories,101 and are of the order of 10� 11m2s� 1 for Escherichia coli run and tumble mo-

tion. In our simulations, we adopted a phenomenological value of D = 33 10� 12m2s� 1, which was found to reproduce the exper-

imentally observed aggregate formation in the absence of killing by T6SS. However, we note that there is uncertainty on this value.

For instance, V. choleraewas recently found to swim faster than E. coli,103 which could yield a larger effective diffusion coefficient. We

found that an increased diffusion coefficient mainly accelerates cluster formation and results in aggregates that are somewhat more

spherical after 1 hour (Figures S5C and S5D), but does not affect our main results. It also makes simulations more computationally

demanding. Importantly, previous work had shown that aggregate formation is maintained in non-motile V. cholerae.51

In addition to individual bacterial cells, aggregates of bacteria bound by T4P interactions may also diffuse as a single unit. We

include this effect for completeness, but it is worth noting that there are various possible detailed choices for its implementation

(Are neighboring non-bound bacteria pushed by amoving aggregate? Are they pulled by it? Can aggregates break into large blocks?

Can they merge? Is their effective diffusion coefficient the same as for single bacteria? For simplicity we answered yes, no, no, yes

and yes to these questions). Given these complications, simulations were also conducted without considering any aggregate diffu-

sion. Figure S5E demonstrates that simulations with and without aggregate diffusion yield qualitatively similar results regarding clus-

ter composition in the case of diverse T4Ps, andwe also obtained similar results in other cases. Therefore, this effect or its variants do

not influence our conclusions.

In practice, in our latticemodel, diffusion is implemented via bacteria hopping randomly to any free neighboring site, with a rate khop
which is derived from the diffusion coefficient: khop = dD=ð2zR2Þ, where d = 3 is the dimension considered (3D here), z = 8 is the

number of nearest neighbors per site in the body-centered cubic lattice, and R is the effective radius of a bacteria (see above). Since

each site has 8 neighbors, the total hopping rate of a bacteria is 8khop, if all its neighboring sites are free.

Interactions via T4P

The effect of T4Ps is modelled as an attractive interaction between neighboring bacteria on the lattice. Considering that the T4P of

prey and predators may differ, three types of interactions are considered, each with potentially different binding energies: Eprey be-

tween two prey cells, Epredator between two predators and Ecross between a prey and a predator. Importantly, these interactions have

an impact on the ability of individual bacteria to diffuse. Qualitatively, a bacterium bound to many others will be less likely to move

away, due to the requirement of detaching from its neighbors. To model this, we assume dynamics that ensures detailed balance for

these moves.104 The hopping rate of a prey to any free neighboring site is nkhop expð� npreyEprey � npredatorEcrossÞ where khop is the

baseline hopping rate of a freely diffusing bacterium, while n is the number of free neighboring sites, nprey the number of neighboring

prey and npredator the number of neighboring predators (note that n+ nprey + npredator = z). A similar formula can be written for the hop-

ping rate of a predator.

We are not aware of precise measurements of the binding energy associated with T4Ps in V. cholerae. Note that force measure-

ments exist, but obtaining an interaction energy is challenging.34,105 Because T4P binding energies are not precisely known, we var-

ied them in our simulations.106 The first key point is that they need to be strong enough to ensure effective aggregation of prey and

predator separately, as observed in the experiments. Indeed, as shown in Figure S5F, in a system where there is only this attraction

and transport (no division, no killing), aggregation occurs above 2kT in 2D and 2:5kT in 3D at the densities we considered, where kT is

the scale of thermal fluctuations (k being the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature). These thresholds correspond to

the liquid-gas phase transition in a lattice fluid, both in 2D107 and 3D,108 and they are in good agreement with theoretical mean-field

calculations. Therefore, we choose Eprey and Epredator above these thresholds. Experimental results are well matched for energies not

exceeding a few kT . Thus, in practice we take 3kT. Then Ecross should be either the same formatching T4Ps, or smaller otherwise, and

we vary it in the latter case. Here, we simply model T4P binding with effective binding energies. However, T4Ps are active systems,

especially in the presence of PilT, which is deleted here. More detailed modelling of these active processes has been performed in

other works.109–111

Killing by T6SS

A predator can kill a neighboring prey at rate kkill. Once a killing event occurs, the prey enters a lysing state, and is removed from the

system at a certain rate klysis. For simplicity, it is assumed that, while lysing, a preymoves and interacts with other bacteria in the same

way it did before being killed. However, it is unable to divide. The values kkill = 6:25h� 1 (total firing rate kfire = 50h� 1 divided by the 8

possible firing directions in the lattice) and klysis = 1=75min� 1 (mean lysis time = 75minutes) were chosen based on the ranges found

in the literature64,65 (Table 1).

Initial density

In experiments, the average initial inoculum comprises 107 bacteria in 2 mL of solution, and the induction of T4Ps and T6SS produc-

tion continues for 3 hours until the observation of aggregates at the 3.5-hour time point (Figure 1E). Therefore, assuming exponential

growth at a rate 1:58h� 1, the density at the onset of aggregation is estimated to be around 109 bacteria per mL. In our 3D simulations,

a 40340340 body-centered cubic lattice (comprising 2 sites per unit cube) was considered, and the initial population consisted of

100 bacteria (comprising half prey and half predators as in the experiments), resulting in approximately 23100=
�
4034R=

ffiffiffi
3

p �3
z 109

bacteria per mL, where R represents the effective radius of a bacterium (see above).

Simulation methods

The simulations are conducted using a kineticMonte Carlo algorithm.104 Time is discretisedwith a timestep chosen to ensure that it is

unlikely that substantially more than one event occurs within a step, typically on the order of 1 microsecond. Periodic boundary con-

ditions are applied.
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Assortment: Characterization of mixing within aggregates

Denoting prey by A and predators by B, we define assortment as nAB=nAB;max where nAB is the number of adjacent prey-predator

pairs, while nAB;max is its maximum expected value, obtained if all bacteria were randomly mixed and in the bulk of an aggregate.

The latter is nAB;max = nA 3 83 nB=ðnA + nBÞ, namely the number of prey, times the number of neighboring sites it has in the lattice

(8), times the probability that a neighboring site is occupied by a predator, assuming that all neighboring sites are occupied (which is

the case in the aggregate bulk), and that prey and predators are randomly mixed. Note that lysing prey are counted as prey in the

calculation of assortment.

Bioinformatical analysis and phylogeny
Vibrio spp. genomes used in this study are detailed in the key resources table. Any genomes that were not previously annotated were

annotated using the prokaryotic genome annotation pipeline (PGAP, 2022-10-03. build6384).83 To reconstruct the evolutionary his-

tory of the studied strains, we first assembled their pangenome along with a V.mimicus strain as an outgroup.We used PPanGGOLiN

(v. 1.2.74)84 and provided both sequences and annotation to the program, while the rest of the parameters were set to default. 1186

core genes were identified across the strains. We provided the core genes to Modelfinder112 to assess gene-specific optimal evolu-

tionary models. Finally, the phylogenetic reconstruction was performed using iqtree2 (v. 2.2.0).85 V. mimicuswas set as the outgroup

and 100 bootstraps were computed in iqtree2. Nodes with bootstrap values under 60 were collapsed using the collapseUnsuppor-

tedEdges function in the ips package (v. 0.0.11, R environment).86,87 GC content was analyzed by SnapGene (v. 4.3.11).

T6SS clusters in each genome were identified through blast analysis. A nucleotide database was created using all the studied ge-

nomes by employing themakeblastdb command (v. 2.12) with default parameters. The conserved flanking genes for each T6SS clus-

ter were selected based on their known arrangement. These genes were then used as boundaries to identify the T6SS clusters within

the genomes. The A1552 sequences were used as query sequences (blastn, default parameters, e-value 1e-10) to detect each

respective cluster in the other strains, including the large cluster and auxiliary clusters 1 to 3. For auxiliary clusters 4 and 5, we utilized

the same approach using the sequences from V. cholerae strain S1240 and V. cholerae strain BC1071,41 respectively, as query.

To assess the different families and subfamilies of individual clusters, we selected cognate immunity proteins of E/I protein pairs for

each cluster. These immunity protein sequences were then aligned using muscle (v. 5.1.osx64, default parameters). The hierarchical

clustering and the identity matrices for each T6SS cluster were computed in an R environment (v. 4.2.1), using the filter.identity func-

tion (cutoff = 0.3) in bio3d package (v. 2.4-4). Heatmaps were then visualized with the pheatmap function (v. 1.0.12).

The PilA nucleotide and protein sequences were collected based on the genome annotations for each strain. A phylogenetic tree of

the pilA nucleotide sequences of the studied strains was reconstructed using iqtree2 (v. 2.2.0), and its statistical relevance was as-

serted with 100 bootstraps. The best model of evolution was determined using ModelFinder. Nodes with bootstrap values below 60

were collapsed using the collapseUnsupportedEdges function. The protein sequences were aligned using muscle, and the identity

matrix was obtained in theR environment through the seqidentity function in the bio3d package (v. 2.4-4). The resulting heatmap was

visualized with the pheatmap function (v. 1.0.12).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data represent the outcome of three independent biological experiments, demonstrating consistent results. Bar graphs illustrate

the mean value, with error bars denoting the standard deviation. For scatter dot plots, lines represent the mean value. Statistical an-

alyzes were conducted using GraphPad Prism (v. 9.1.2). Differences were assessed using one-way ANOVA (a = 0.05) and adjusted

for multiple comparisons by the Tukey post hoc test or by a two-tailed Student’s t-test (a = 0.05), when appropriate.
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